We theoretically investigate barrier tunneling and reflection of a collective spin wave in the polar phase of a spin-1 spinor Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). Within the mean-field theory at T = 0, we show that this spin wave exhibits the perfect transmission in the long wavelength limit through a potential barrier which couples to the local density. This property still holds in the current-flowing superfluid state, except when the system is in the critical current state and strengths of spin-dependent and spin-independent interactions are equal; this is quite different from the Bogoliubov mode of the scalar BEC 1 , in which it results in finite reflection. In this spin wave tunneling, we find a scaling law in the energy-dependence of the transmission coefficient, scaled by the difference of the two interaction parameters. When this spin wave is scattered from the local magnetic field, on the other hand, this anomalous tunneling disappears. Similar results are seen in Bogoliubov mode and transverse spin wave in the ferromagnetic phase of a spin-1 BEC 2 and Heisenberg spin chain 3 ; our result supports that anomalous tunneling through a symmetry-preserving potential is common among NG modes in various broken-symmetry states.
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